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What does the bible say about men
and women?
This is an important question for Christians who want
to be faithful to the word of God. But it’s a question
that doesn’t have an easy answer. Godly women and
men have studied the scriptures over the years,
praying for insight and for the Spirit to reveal truth, and
yet come to very different conclusions about what the
bible says about relationships between men and
women, particularly around the issues of leadership
and roles within marriage, family and the church. In the
introduction to their book Women and Men in Scripture
and the Church, Stephen Croft and Paula Gooder say,
‘When we come to the text all of us, no matter who we
are, bring ‘baggage’. It is amazing how hard it is even to see what the text
really says, especially if you know it well already, let alone to work out what it
might mean. The problem is that biblical interpretation is not an exact science
– two people can come to the text with full integrity, using the best tools
available, and can still end up with widely differing interpretations.’1
Broadly speaking there are two contrasting views based on interpretations of
what the bible says about women and men, although there is a spectrum of
beliefs present in churches and among Christians.
The complementarian view says that men and women were created equal in
God’s sight but they are essentially different in character and in the roles they
are to fulfil2. There is a God-given order to marriage, family and church life,
with men expected to lead their families and women to submit to their
husband’s ‘headship’ in order to fulfil their role as helper3. This natural order
has been distorted by sin so that men dominate and oppress women, and
women usurp authority and strive to be equal with men in every way, but
Christians are to resist this4. Some complementarians believe that women
should not speak publicly or preach in church and that the only positions of
leadership that should be open to them are in working with other women or
with children; women should not be in positions of authority over men. Others
are happy for women to contribute to church life in different ways and to take
some leadership roles as long as there is a man in overall leadership or
authority over them5. Most complementarians would argue that this natural
order does not apply to the workplace which is a secular context, and so
women can take on any leadership roles in working life and have men working
under their authority there, as long as they play a properly submissive role in
the home and church6. For many complementarians, particularly within the
Catholic and Orthodox churches, the symbolism of a priest being male is very
important; ‘only a man can represent Christ at the altar’7
An egalitarian view of what the bible says is that men and women were
created in God’s image to be equal in every way, and together shared in the
responsibilities of bringing up children and stewarding the creation. This
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mutuality and equality were distorted by sin, leading to the subordination of
women, the domination of men and a corruption of their response to the
cultural mandate to fill all the earth and subdue the land. Egalitarians
emphasise that Jesus challenged the patriarchy of his day in the way that he
related to women and empowered them, an example that Christians are to
follow8. Christians are called to redeem distorted gender relationships and
work together in partnership and full equality in all areas of life, not just church
and family, and which will lead to liberation for both men and women9. Women
and men can both take on positions of leadership that they are gifted and
equipped for, which should aim ‘to empower others for service rather than
exercise power over them’10
Both of these views stress the equality of men and women, but for
complementarians it is a limited equality, an ‘equality, but…’, as they reinforce
the different nature and roles for women and men that they believe are
natural. Both views see oppression of women by men as sinful and to be
resisted, but complementarians believe that the ‘natural order’ of men leading
a hierarchy in the home and church needs to be in place, whereas
egalitarians stress cooperation and partnership between men and women,
with roles, tasks and jobs being shared on the basis of gifting and preference
rather than biological sex. And it’s really important to remember that there is a
range of views within each of these broad understandings. Not all
complementarians agree on everything, and neither do all egalitarians, and
there are people with well thought out perspectives who resist either label.
So how should we approach the task of exploring what the bible says about
women and men? Paul encouraged his protégé Timothy to ‘correctly handle
the word of truth.’11 Here are some things that I think we need to pay attention
to if we are to do the same on this issue of what the bible says about women
and men.
Our theology needs to encompass the whole of scripture, not just be
based on a favourite verse. Many women I know have been dealt the killer
blow of 1 Timothy 2:12 by those who think they shouldn’t be leading or
preaching. ‘But doesn’t Paul say ‘I do not permit a woman to teach or to have
authority over a man?’ ‘ we’re reminded as if that was the only thing Paul said
about women and men or as if it was the most easily understood verse in the
bible. It is neither. Similarly, it is not enough for those of us who believe in the
equality of men and women to trot out Galatians 3:28 as if that was the final
word - ‘There is neither Jew nor Gentile, neither slave nor free, nor is there
male and female, for you are all one in Christ Jesus.’ We can’t selectively
quote the bits that we readily agree with and ignore the bits that seem to
contradict them; we need to weave them all together in a coherent whole.
Secondly, the idea that there is a plain reading of scripture is
problematic. Some of the great Reformers such as John Calvin and John
Wesley advocated for a ‘plain sense’ reading of the text, but their intention
was to encourage ordinary people to read the bible in order to recover the
authority of the Scripture for themselves rather than those in control of the
church’s traditions. It’s an appealing idea to take the bible literally, at face
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value, because it feels like that makes it accessible to everyone. It resonates
with our understanding of God wanting to communicate with us through his
word and it puts the weight on the text, rather than on us, the reader. But it’s a
misleading idea because frankly we do all interpret the text as we read. When
we read in 1 Timothy 2:15 that ‘women will be saved through child-bearing if
they continue in faith, love and holiness with propriety’ we don’t take that to
mean that having a baby is the true mark of female Christian discipleship; we
want to understand what Paul means by that statement. Of course, some
scripture is very plain and easy to understand but it is disingenuous to say
that all of it is. Being honest about the need for interpretation can help us talk
about how we do interpretation well.
Thirdly, all of us read the bible with ‘glasses’ on; we bring our
assumptions and cultural baggage to the text. There’s a cartoon by Marian
Henley that illustrates how two people can be in the same place and yet see
completely different things. A man and a woman are walking along a beach.
At the same time they both reach down to pick something up and say ‘hey,
look what I’ve found.’ He picks up a beautiful shell; she picks up a discarded
plastic bottle. He looks at her and thinks, ‘she’s picking up rubbish with all this
beauty around.’ She looks at him and thinks, ‘he’s picking up shells with all
this pollution around.’ They both think in unison, ‘how could anyone be so
blind?’
I read the bible as a white, middle-class, married ,40-something woman who
was brought up in a Christian family and who is a runner, a feminist, a mother
and a city dweller (among other things). Those different aspects of who I am
will affect what I notice when I read the bible, what assumptions I make, what
knowledge I bring and what questions I have. It’s impossible to read the bible
without ‘glasses’; it’s just that our own glasses are always invisible to us while
other people’s seem all too obvious. Identifying the standpoint from which we
view the text is a more honest way of reading the bible, otherwise Judith
Lorber’s words will also be true here, that we ‘end up finding what we look for
– we see what we believe.’
Talking to people who have a different view to us about what the bible says
can be unsettling if it challenges firmly held beliefs, but it is very important if
we are to have a rich understanding of scripture. I’m part of a creative worship
community in London called Grace. A few years ago we did a service
exploring who Jesus is. As people entered the church they were given a pair
of cardboard glasses and were asked to wear them all evening. Some of the
glasses had blue lenses, and some had red lenses. Around the church there
were posters with contrasting words that Jesus said printed in the same
shades of red and blue as the lenses. When you looked at them with glasses
on, you only saw one of the phrases because the colour of your lenses filtered
the other one out. Looking at the same poster, people with blue glasses saw
‘Blessed are the peacemakers’ while people with red glasses saw ‘I did not
come to bring peace but a sword.’ After some time reading and reflecting on
the different phrases around the room, people were invited to take off their
glasses and find someone who had been wearing different colour lenses.
People talked about the Christ they had encountered, and heard what the
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other had seen; in order to see Christ fully, each person needed the
perspective of the other. A true understanding of Jesus was not found in the
red, or in the blue, but in both.
Finally for now, our understanding of these verses needs to be set within
the bigger narrative of God’s activity and purposes throughout history
and into the future. The story of God cannot be contained within the bible; it
is far bigger than that. The bible starts with God creating a perfect world
where people walked with him in close relationship. Soon after came the fall
when people rejected God’s ways and the whole of that world was corrupted
by sin, affecting our relationship with God, with each other, with ourselves and
with creation. Jesus came to restore everything that had been broken by the
fall, and one day will return again to bring in a renewed heavens and earth
where we will live fully in the presence of God once again. Our theology of
women and men needs to fit within that framework of creation, fall,
redemption and future hope. As we read the bible we need to be asking what
did God originally intend for men and women? In what ways was that spoilt
and corrupted by the fall, and how is that expressed today? What do
redeemed relationships between women and men look like? What do we
need to be doing as people of God to live out that redemption as we wait for
Jesus to return? How should relationships between men and women be
different within the Body of Christ to the rest of the world if we are faithful to
God’s word?
There is a small library of books that have been written on this issue, delving
into the biblical text, examining the cultural context of the time and applying
what is found to the way we should live our lives. I want to give an overview of
an egalitarian understanding of what the bible says, but it is only a summary
and I encourage you to do some reading and to wrestle with the texts for
yourselves.
In the beginning
The bible opens with the story of creation, of God speaking into being an
extraordinary world, calling beauty, order and design out of formless, empty
darkness12. Light, sky, land; sun, moon, stars; fish, birds, animals all take their
place within the dance of the universe. God looks at everything God makes
and declares it to be good. And then comes the finale – God makes human
beings.
Then God said, “Let us make mankind in our image, in our likeness, so
that they may rule over the fish in the sea and the birds in the sky, over
the livestock and all the wild animals, and over all the creatures that
move along the ground.” So God created mankind in his own image, in
the image of God he created them; male and female he created them.
God blessed them and said to them, “Be fruitful and increase in
number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish in the sea and
the birds in the sky and over every living creature that moves on the
ground.” (Genesis 1:26-28)13
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Both men and women are made in the image of God. Together they are given
the cultural mandate to fill all the earth and subdue the land, to explore and
develop the creation, to unlock its potential and bring new things to birth. As
Mary Stewart van Leeuwen says, man and woman are created ‘to be
covenant partners – to image God together, to be co-stewards of creation’s
vast potential and to share in the abundance of God’s provision from the
earth.’14 There is no separation of tasks with men called to one thing and
women to another. There is no hierarchy in the relationship between them;
together they are to subdue the earth, not one to subdue the other. Their call
is to relationships and wise stewardship, to create together families and
communities that use faithfully and well the raw materials that God has
provided in this earth they call home, and to do that in relationship with God
who made them.
The next chapter retells the story with some more detail. Here we find the first
thing in all creation that is not good – that the man was on his own.15 And so
God makes a ‘helper suitable for him’. Some have understood this to mean
that the woman is there in a supportive role. In fact the Hebrew word for
‘helper’ is a strong one. God is described as a helper in Psalm 70:5, in the
role of rescuer and protector. The Hebrew word for ‘suitable’ means a
counterpart, corresponding to or facing. This new creature is to be someone
like the man, a partner for him who can look him in the eye as an equal.
Imagine trying to saw a tree trunk in half with a two-handled saw. It is
impossible to do on your own. What you need is a suitable helper on the other
end of the saw, someone like you who can play their part with strength, pulling
the saw in rhythm to get the work done together. This is the sense of the
words used to describe the final creature that God will make.
God sends the man into a deep sleep, and from his rib God makes a woman.
When the man sees the woman for the first time, his response is poetic – ‘this
is now bone of my bones and flesh of my flesh; she shall be called ‘woman’,
for she was taken out of man.’ (Genesis 2:23) The man has had the lonely
experience of naming the animals and finding them to be ‘other’. In the
woman, he finds someone who is just like him. This is a story of similarity and
belonging, as well as of difference and diversity. The man and the woman are
naked and unashamed. They walk with God in the garden in the cool of the
day, and there is harmony and peace.
But into this paradise comes the voice of temptation. The snake twists God’s
words and entices the woman to eat fruit from the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil. The man had been warned not to eat this when he was first
created; we don’t know whether God repeated the warning to the woman or
whether the man passed it on to her, but as she reaches out to take the fruit
she knows that this is forbidden. And where was the man as the woman took
a bite? Right beside her, aware of what he is doing and just as culpable.16
Straightaway they are aware of their nakedness and wrongdoing, and so they
hide from God.
When God asks them what has happened, the woman blames the snake, and
the man blames God and the woman. But there is no escape; they must face
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the consequences of what they have done. God describes how things will now
be for them and addresses the woman in the area of relationships. Instead of
harmony and cooperation there will be pain and competition; her desire will be
to rule over the man and he will rule over her. The consequences for the man
come in subduing the land. The wise dominion they were to exercise together
will turn into a painful struggle for him as he wrestles to forge a living from the
earth. These curses are descriptive – God describing the consequences that
naturally follow their disobedience – rather than prescriptive – God saying that
this is how I now want the world to be. Here are the roots of the power
struggles between men and women. Instead of working together in
partnership to fulfil the cultural mandate, separate spheres will now command
their attention. Competition and conflict have entered the relationship between
them, and their relationship to the world around them. This is where the
dominance of men over women enters the story, not as part of God’s original
plan but as a result of the fall and of sin entering the world. Roy McCloughry
says, ‘‘I cannot see how we can talk about a man's authority over a woman
being 'natural' since there is nothing natural about a distorted relationship
which came about through disobedience. If we persist in sanctifying the
pervasiveness of male power in our world we turn the outcome of the fall into
the norm enshrining that which is evil with sacred power.'17
All is not lost
The man and woman, now Adam and Eve, are given garments made of skin
and have to leave the garden where they could walk with God. The ripples of
their actions have corrupted every part of creation distorting their relationship
with God, with each other, with themselves and with the creation. But all is not
lost. God does not abandon them. Into this broken world he sends his son,
Jesus.
The Son is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all
creation. For in him all things were created: things in heaven and on
earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones or powers or rulers or
authorities; all things have been created through him and for him. He is
before all things, and in him all things hold together. And he is the head
of the body, the church; he is the beginning and the firstborn from
among the dead, so that in everything he might have the supremacy.
For God was pleased to have all his fullness dwell in him, and through
him to reconcile to himself all things, whether things on earth or things
in heaven, by making peace through his blood, shed on the cross.
(Colossians 1:15-20)
Jesus is the creator of all things, the sustainer of all things and the redeemer
of all things. Everything that was corrupted by the fall will be fully restored in
the new creation, including relationships between men and women. Jesus
came to reconcile us to God, but also to reconcile us to each other. As the
people of God we are to inhabit the equality and partnership that God created,
not the competition and conflict produced by the fall. We need to recognise
the power struggles between men and women and the oppression we subject
each other to for the sin that it is, and not what God intended for us.
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The true record of a false idea
The Old Testament, written by men in a patriarchal culture, can be hard to
read as a woman because we are conspicuous by our absence. Women often
get mentioned in relation to whether they can have children or not, but you
have to search harder for the stories of women of agency and initiative like
Rahab, Jael and Abigail.18 And there are plenty of stories of men and women
mistreating each other. Phyllis Trible has written about the ‘texts of terror’ that
are so hard to read, the stories of women like Hagar and Tamar, the unnamed
concubine and the daughter of Jephthah being raped, abused and killed.19 We
hear about Abraham pretending that Sarah is his sister to save his own skin20,
of Lot offering his daughters to the men who want to rape his male guests for
them to do what they wanted21, of David having sex with Bathsheba and trying
to cover up his actions when she became pregnant22. We read about Delilah
manipulating Samson into revealing the secret of his strength23, and Sarah
mistreating Hagar out of jealousy and insecurity.24 In her book Equal to Serve,
Gretchen Gabelein Hull calls this the ‘true record of a false idea’.25 She says,
‘scripture portrays human discord and discrimination, not because these
things are God’s ideal but because scripture is so accurate. The bible is a true
record and that means it truthfully records sinful actions and false
philosophies.’ Because we read these stories in the bible, we mustn’t make
the mistake of thinking that these men and women of God were acting in
accordance with God’s will in these instances. They were sinful people
enacting the consequences of the fall, abusing their power and ruling over
each other instead of working together in partnership and cooperation.
But even among this brokenness we see glimpses of relationships between
men and women being restored, and the kingdom of God being welcomed in.
We find women in leadership roles – Deborah is one of the judges of Israel26,
Miriam is a prophetess and a leader alongside her brothers27, and Huldah is a
prophetess who spoke the word of God28. Zelophehad’s daughters are given
the right to inherit their father’s property by Moses, who changed the law to
provide for these women who would otherwise have been dependent on their
husbands or the goodwill of their relatives.29 When Job’s family and livelihood
is restored to him after his agonising suffering, Job grants his daughters an
equal inheritance alongside their brothers while he is still alive. The
redemptive ending to his story is one where women are treated equally with
men, a foretaste of the kingdom to come. Interestingly Job’s daughters are
named as Jemimah, Keziah and Keren-Happuch while their brothers remain
anonymous, in contrast to the rest of scripture where the opposite is more the
norm. 30 If we understand the Proverbs 31 woman as a composite picture of
all that women can achieve between them, rather than an unattainable
paragon that makes women everywhere feel guilty for underperforming, we
see women honoured for the different roles they contribute to families and
communities, as strong, wise, successful businesswomen, leaders, parents,
carers, craftswomen, merchants, providers and teachers, able to cope with
whatever life throws at them.31 These verses paint a picture of women being
honoured and respected for what they achieve and contribute, not for who
they have married or what they look like, playing an active role in the life of
their communities. And the prophet Joel sees ahead to a time when the Spirit
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will be indiscriminately poured out on all people – sons and daughters, men
and women – a prophetic vision of inclusion and equality.32
The example of Jesus
When Jesus begins his ministry, redemption gathers pace. The culture that
Jesus was born into saw women as the possessions of their fathers and
husbands, and granted them very restricted public roles, although they had
much more influence within the home. The Talmud said it would be better for
the law to be burned than entrusted to a woman; women were given little
education beyond childhood. A Jewish male was forbidden to talk to a woman
in public even if he were related to her. Pharisees would pray every day,
'Thank you God that I was not born a woman, a slave or a gentile.'
In contrast, Jesus’ interactions with women were radically different to the
gender norms of his culture. Jesus taught women. When he came to the
home of Mary and Martha, Mary took the role of a male disciple, sitting at
Jesus’ feet to learn. When her sister complained that she was being left to do
all the work, Jesus affirmed Mary’s choice and said that she had chosen the
better thing. He praised her for resisting stereotypical gender roles and taking
the initiative to learn.33 Jesus discussed theology with the woman at the well,
surprising his disciples who knew that talking to a woman in public, let alone a
Samaritan, was not the done thing. He released the woman into her calling as
an evangelist and she became the route into her community, enabling Jesus
to stay there for two days and for people to have their eyes opened to who he
was.34
Jesus was supported financially by women35, and women were part of his
wider community of disciples. Jesus told parables about women, drawing
eternal truth from their experiences of life, for example the woman kneading
yeast into dough36, the woman searching for her lost coin37 and the persistent
woman who wouldn’t take no for an answer38. Jesus allowed a prostitute to
anoint him, much to the horror of his host and disciples, and praised her
generosity and worship.39 Martha's confession that Jesus is the Christ40
parallels that of Peter41; Jesus trusted her with the knowledge of who he truly
was.
On the way to heal Jairus’ daughter, Jesus is touched by a woman who has
been bleeding for 12 years, making him ritually unclean which does not seem
to bother him. He not only heals her physically, but takes time to look her in
the eye and talk to her, reinstating her within the community and healing the
ostracism she has suffered for so long42. When a woman who has been
caught in adultery is brought to him in order to try and trap him, he bends
down and writes in the sand with his finger before revealing the hypocrisy of
the men who had brought her. As they have to admit that they too are sinners
and they leave one by one, the woman stays with Jesus when presumably
she could have left too. Perhaps she recognises that here is a man who will
not objectify or use her. Jesus does not condemn her, and invites her to live in
a different way.43
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And as many have commented, women were first at the cradle and last at the
cross. When all the disciples ran away and deserted Jesus, it was the women
who came to anoint Jesus for burial44. In a culture that refused to recognise
women as witnesses in court, Jesus chose women to be the first witnesses of
his resurrection45 and to take the news to the other disciples46. Jesus
challenged cultural expectations of men and women, released women into
new spheres of involvement and included them in the work of his kingdom. He
sets a clear example for those who would follow him of the restored
relationships between women and men that are a hallmark of his kingdom.
Jesus also taught and modelled a radically different type of servant leadership
that did not depend on hierarchy or status for its power and influence. When
James and John come to Jesus looking for positions of power and authority in
his new kingdom, symbolised by sitting at his right and left47, he challenged
their understanding of what it is to be a leader. ‘You know that the rulers of the
Gentiles lord it over them, and their high officials exercise authority over
them,’ he says. ‘Not so with you. Instead, whoever wants to become great
among you must be your servant, and whoever wants to be first must be your
slave— just as the Son of Man did not come to be served, but to serve, and to
give his life as a ransom for many.’48 Jesus put this into practice during his
final supper with his disciples where in an act of loving service, he took the
role of a servant and washed their feet. John tells us that Jesus knew that the
Father had put all things under his power, that he had come from God and
was returning to God and so he chose to serve.49 This is the model of
leadership we need to have in mind as we talk about women, men and
leadership in different spheres of life. It’s easy for discussions about
leadership to be hijacked by struggles for power, but as Gabelein Hull
emphasises through the choice of title for her book, women and men are
equal to serve.
Building on that foundation, how does the redemption of relationships
between men and women continue to grow and develop through the early
church? It’s time to turn our attention to Paul.
Paul: what’s the story?
The apostle Paul is sometimes characterised as anti-women because most of
the bible passages that appear to prohibit women from leadership and
communication are found in the letters that he wrote to the early church. But is
that true? In fact Paul said different things about women and men50.
On the one hand he said that in Christ there is neither male nor female; sex is
not an important category in the kingdom of God.51 He said that women can
pray and prophesy in the church52, and following Jesus’ example and in
contrast to social norms at the time, he said that women should learn.53He
taught that authority within marriage is mutual and reciprocal; husbands and
wives have authority over each other’s bodies.54 And in Romans 16 he
commends a number of women as his fellow workers, using the same word
for their ministry as he does for his own55, including Phoebe, Priscilla, Mary,
Tryphena, Tryphosa and Persis.56
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On the other hand he said that he did not allow a woman to teach or to
assume authority over a man.57He said that women should be silent in the
church and that it was disgraceful for a woman to speak in church.58 He said
that the husband is the head of the wife, and that wives should submit to their
husbands.59
So Paul said different things at different times about men and women.
Although he said that women should be silent and that it was disgraceful them
to speak in church60, he also gave instructions for how women should pray
and prophesy aloud in a worship service61. It seems that just as in the time of
Jesus, the status of women within the Christian faith and the understanding of
the liberation that Christ came to bring was changing as people worked out
how to integrate their faith with the rest of their lives and learned which parts
of their culture they needed to adapt to and which they needed to challenge
and transform.
And then we need to marry up Paul’s words and his practice. As I’ve already
mentioned he worked alongside women in the church, calling them his coworkers. Paul commends Phoebe as a deacon and a benefactor and sent her
from the church in Cenchreae to the church in Rome, entrusting her to be the
bearer of the letter that he had written62. According to Ian Paul, there is a
strong case for reading the word benefactor as ‘leader’ because that is an
equally valid translation of the Greek word and the New Testament uses
another word for benefactor elsewhere.63 Paul names Junia as ‘outstanding
among the apostles’,64 a phrase that has caused much consternation over the
years for those who think that women should not be leaders in the church. As
Scot McKnight argues in his book Junia is Not Alone, during the early part of
the 20th century Junia underwent a sex-change in writings about Romans 16.
The logic was that an apostle could not be a woman, therefore Junia must
have been a man. The name was changed into Junias, which it was argued
was a male name, in the 1927 edition of the Greek New Testament, a key text
for church leaders and students, with Junia relegated to a footnote. Then in
the 1979 edition of the Greek New Testament, the footnote was erased and
Junia was written out of history. More recently, she has been restored to her
rightful place. The 1998 edition had her back in the text and Junias had
disappeared. Eldon J Epp’s more significant study of Junia and the way she
has been treated through history concludes that the most natural way to read
this verse is that Junia was a woman and was an apostle of some standing.65
In addition there were women who were leaders in the local church. In the
time of the New Testament most churches met in the homes of local people
rather than having their own separate buildings. Paula Gooder, a New
Testament scholar, explains that these churches were overseen by local
leaders who were heads of households and leaders in the local community,
and a number of women are named among them.66 There was Chloe in
Corinth67, the businesswoman Lydia in Philippi68 and Nympha in Laodicea69.
We don’t know exactly what kind of leadership they exercised and those
churches were no doubt organised and led differently to our church structures
today, but it is clear that women and men ministered together in the early
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church and that women played significant roles which were worth a mention
by Paul.
So unless Paul taught one thing and did another, we need to understand the
little he did say about men and women alongside his practice of working with
both women and men in extending the kingdom of God. Essentially, there are
three issues in the writing of Paul that need some unpacking – what is the
significance of the husband being head of the wife or man being head of
woman; whether women need to be silent in churches and cover their heads;
and why Paul said that he did not permit a woman to teach or assume
authority over men. Let’s explore them one by one in that order. I am going to
go into more detail in looking at these passages, not because I think they are
more important but because a misreading of these verses has far reaching
implications for the way that we live our lives, and for the church communities
that we welcome new believers into.
‘The head of the woman is man’70
The word ‘head’ has different meanings in English as well as in other
languages. It can refer to a physical part of a person’s body that contains their
brain and without which it is impossible to live. It can mean having a natural
aptitude for something, for example having a good head for figures, or having
emotional control, having a level head. It can refer to one side of a coin,
‘heads or tails’. It can represent a person or animal when they are being
numbered – ‘what is the headcount?’ It can mean the end of something that is
higher or opposite to the foot – such as the head of the table, or the source of
a stream. It can mean the director or leader, or someone who is in charge of a
division, such as the headteacher in a school or the head of planning at the
local council. It can refer to the frothy foam on top of a cool pint of beer that
leaves a white moustache if you don’t drink it carefully.
There are two places in his letters where Paul uses the word head in relation
to men, women, Christ and God. In 1 Corinthians 11:3 he says, ‘I want you to
realise that the head of every man is Christ, and the head of the woman is
man, and the head of Christ is God.’ In Ephesians 5:23 he says ‘For the
husband is the head of the wife as Christ is the head of the church, his body,
of which he is the saviour’. It is important to read the longer passages of
which these are a part to get the full context of each – 1 Corinthians 11:2-16
and the whole of Ephesians 5. Both of them are set within wider sections
about an appropriate sense of order and how to do things correctly – the 1
Corinthians passage about worship, and the Ephesians passage about the
household. A whole doctrine of ‘headship’ has arisen from understandings of
these verses which teaches that men should take the lead and that women
need to be subordinate to men. Some would say that this applies to every
area of life and others would say it is just in the church and family. Some
argue that this should be true of all men and all women, and others that it is
only applicable to the marriage relationship. It is worth noting that the word
‘headship’ is not found in the bible at all. It is also important to stress that the
bible does not say that the man is the head of the home or the head of the
household, simply that man is the head of woman in 1 Corinthians, and the
husband is the head of the wife in Ephesians 5.
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The Greek word that is translated ‘head’ in these verses is ‘kephale’ and so
key questions are ‘what meaning did the word kephale have at the time that
the New Testament was written?’ and ‘what did Paul want to convey by using
this word?’ Does it have a sense of hierarchy and leadership, so that Paul is
arguing that the husband should be the leader of his wife in some sense? Or
is there something else going on here? The predominant interpretation of
‘head’ in these passages through the years has been that it is about hierarchy
and leadership, but many conclude that that understanding has been far too
influenced by the patriarchy of the world and I am not convinced that is the
right one for the following reasons.
Firstly, I think the creation story clearly shows that women and men were
made for relationships of mutuality and partnership, of equality and cooperation. Hierarchy and competition between men and women, the ‘ruling
over’ that Genesis 3 talks about, happened because of the fall and were not
what God originally intended. As followers of Jesus, we are to live out
restored relationships, not perpetuate sinful patterns of behaving.
Secondly, relationships between men and women somehow
mysteriously echo relationships within the trinity according to 1
Corinthians 11:3, ‘the head of every man is Christ, and the head of the woman
is man, and the head of Christ is God.’ Paul is not setting up a divine
hierarchy of relationships or surely he would have listed them in a more
logical order from bottom to top – the head of woman is man, the head of man
is Christ, the head of Christ is God. And to suggest that there is hierarchy
within the trinity is close to heresy according to many71. The trinity is a
community of three, equal, mutual persons enveloped in one being. We use
the term perichoresis to describe the relationships between the trinity which
carries the meaning of mutual indwelling, exchange and penetration of
persons. There is no hierarchy here.
Thirdly, the word kephale which is translated ‘head’ has many different
meanings in Greek just as the word head does in English. Catherine Clark
Kroeger argues that in the New Testament era kephale was rarely used to
mean ‘leader’ or ’boss’72, a finding that is echoed by others73. The Septuagint
is the Greek translation of the Old Testament from the Hebrew. It would have
been a version of the Old Testament that Paul and the early Christians knew
and read. The Hebrew word ‘ro’sh’ does mean head in the sense of leader or
having authority. The Septuagint translators only used the word kephale for
four per cent of the translations of ro’sh because they recognised that it was
not an equivalent word. When people read ‘kephale’ in Greek they did not
primarily understand it to mean a leader, or someone with authority over
another.74
Fourthly, why would marriage be a hierarchical relationship, with one
partner being responsible for the other in some way or needing to be the
leader? The idea that someone needs to be ‘in charge’ would seem to mirror
the pattern of the Gentiles that Jesus warned against in Matthew 20, where
rulers lord it over and exercise authority over each other. Marriage is a
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relationship between two adults made in the image of God who commit to
living together and loving each other, with God’s help if they are Christians.
Each brings different gifts, needs, strengths and weaknesses, and together
the wife and husband work out how to combine those in a way that enables
them to do life faithfully and well, and their particular partnership or family to
thrive. Women are not significantly different to men in ways that mean they
are somehow deficient or need to be looked after or protected, like they were
when they were children. In Genesis 2 and Ephesians 5, a husband and wife
are described as being one flesh; the two become one. Marriage is an
interdependent relationship of equals, not a hierarchy, where each partner
wants the other to thrive and to grow towards maturity, not to keep them
dependent or immature. At different times, each partner will make sacrifices or
compromises in order to put the best interests of their partner and their
marriage relationship first, but that is not something that is permanently
expected of one partner and not the other.
So how should we understand the word ‘head’ when we read that ‘the head of
every man is Christ, and the head of the woman is man, and the head of
Christ is God’, or ‘the husband is the head of the wife as Christ is the head of
the church’? Clark Kroeger is among those who argue that a common
understanding of the word ‘head’ around the time of the New Testament was
‘origin’ or ‘source’75. We use the word head with this meaning when we talk
about the head of a river, the source that water comes from. This seems
consistent with other places that Paul uses the word kephale in his writings. In
Colossians 2:19 we are warned against losing connection with the head ‘from
whom the whole body, supported and held together by its ligaments and
sinews, grows as God causes it to grow’. Paul uses kephale here to mean
source of life. Ephesians 4:15 is very similar: ‘We will in all things grow up into
him who is the head, that is Christ. From him the whole body, joined and held
together by every supporting ligament, grows and builds itself up in love as
each part does its work’. Again Christ is presented as the nourisher and
source of life and growth. Colossians 1:15 -20 speaks of God creating all
things through Christ: ‘He is the head of the body, the beginning and the
firstborn from among the dead, so that in everything he might have the
supremacy’. Again head as source would be a consistent interpretation
especially in the light of the context of the passage. Paul practically defines
the meaning of head here as the beginning, the origin. Indeed if head did
mean here, 'having superior rank' would Paul have needed to add 'in
everything he might have the supremacy'?
Does it make sense to interpret kephale as source in 1 Corinthians 11? The
fact that Paul says twice in this passage that woman came from man, in v8
and v12, would strongly suggest that this is the sense in which kephale is
used. ‘The head of every man is Christ’ - Christ as agent of creation is the
origin of man76 ; ‘the head of the woman is man’ - man is the source of woman
in that Eve was formed from Adam77; ‘and the head of Christ is God’ - God is
the source of Christ in the incarnation in that Christ came from the Godhead78.
This passage does not teach a hierarchy of command : God over Christ who
is over man who is over woman, but it is correct chronologically. It also
challenges contemporary Greek thought where women were held in very low
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esteem. They were considered to be made of a substance inferior to men,
incapable spiritually and intellectually. Consequently homosexual love was
considered the highest form of love. Plato held that the truly noble soul was
masculine and would seek another male as the object of its love. To declare
that man was the source of woman, that they were made of the same
substance was radical. Paul emphasises their interdependence, that woman
came from man, but also that man is born of woman. This and the Ephesians
passage is a positive affirmation of heterosexual marriage. In Ephesians 5 the
interpretation of head as source again makes sense. Verse 23 says ‘For the
husband is the head of the wife as Christ is the head of the church, his body,
of which he is the saviour’. Christ is the source or origin of the church, and the
husband is the source of the wife as before.
Another aspect of the Ephesians passage that has been understood to affirm
the interpretation of kephale as having to do with authority, is verse 22 where
Paul says that wives should submit themselves to their own husbands as they
do to the Lord; some versions of the bible use the words ‘be subject to’. Again
there are different ways of interpreting the Greek word hupotasso which is
translated ‘submit’79, but it is a voluntary, loving act that must be offered from
one person to another and cannot be demanded or required. To insist that it is
a permanent state where one person is in total submission to another all the
time is a contradiction in terms. The act of submitting to someone does not
mean that person then has ongoing authority over you, simply that you
choose to yield to them and relinquish your preference or right in that act.
Paul calls wives to submit to their husbands in verse 22 and husbands to love
their wives in verse 25, but what is often missed is the wider context in which
these verses are found. In Ephesians 5:2, all Christians are called to love
each other sacrificially as Christ does, including both wives and husbands. In
Ephesians 5:21, all Christians are called to submit to one another out of
reverence to Christ, including both husbands and wives. Paul’s emphasis on
the need for wives to submit in verse 22 is inextricably linked to the mutual
submission of the verse before. In the Greek the verb ‘submit’ is not repeated
as it is in many English translations, so the original reads ‘Submit to one
another out of reverence to Christ, wives to your husbands as to the Lord.’80
Paul’s emphasis on the need for husbands to love their wives shouldn’t been
seen as anything different to his instruction for all believers to love each other
sacrificially at the beginning of the chapter81. Why does Paul highlight
submission for wives and sacrificial love for husbands? Perhaps that was
what was most relevant for each at the time. It certainly doesn’t mean that
husbands don’t need to submit and that wives don’t need to love sacrificially.
We need to be honest about which we find most difficult and which we tend to
resist. If Paul were speaking to you, would he need to remind you to love or to
submit?
In summary, when describing man as the head of woman and the husband as
head of the wife, rather than setting up a divine hierarchy of relationships, I
think that Paul is emphasising their mutuality and interdependence. They are
made of the same stuff; they need to love each other sacrificially and submit
to one another, emulating the way that Jesus loves his church.
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Silence and head-coverings
My Grandpa used to wear a hat to church so that he could uncover his head
during worship. My Grandma wore a hat to church and it stayed firmly on her
head throughout the service. Grandpa would contribute to the worship by
leading the singing, and by praying aloud, reading from the bible and
preaching. Grandma would contribute to the worship by adding harmonies to
the hymns and by praying and reflecting silently. This was the response of
their denomination, the Brethren Church, to Paul’s instructions in 1
Corinthians about orderly worship. Paul devotes nearly four chapters of his
epistle to telling the church in Corinth how they should conduct worship
together in a ‘fitting and orderly way’82. A few of these verses specifically
address gender, but most make no distinction between men and women.
Believers, both female and male, need to ensure the way they express their
freedom doesn’t cause problems for others83. They are to take part in the
breaking of bread appropriately84, use their spiritual gifts for the good of
others85, play their part in the body of Christ86, use the gifts of prophecy and
tongues with order and accountability87 and to do it all with love which is the
greatest gift88. In 1 Corinthians 11:2-16, Paul talks about headcoverings in
worship and in 1 Corinthians 14:34-35, in the middle of a passage about
people using the gifs of prophecy and tongues appropriately he says that
women should remain silent in the church and that it is disgraceful for them to
speak.
Few churches obey these instructions literally any more, and the general
consensus seems to be that they were temporary restrictions imposed by
Paul for a reason, rather than universal commands for all time. Clearly there
are cultural elements to these verses. It is no longer a disgrace for a man to
have long hair89 or for a woman to have her hair cut short90 and fashions
change as to whether long hair in a woman is particularly valued91. Paul
himself had taken a vow previously, presumed to be a Nazirite one, and had
allowed his hair to grow so even in his culture there were times when long hair
was not disgraceful for a man92.
David Hamilton points out that ‘the church in Corinth was an incredible melting
pot of ethnic groups, social classes and converts from a wide variety of
religions. For each of these groups, men and women’s hairstyles were
different, and what the people wore on their heads had different meanings.’93
Paul is appealing for appropriateness and for them to realise the effect of their
behaviour on others present. He stresses their interdependence, that woman
came from man and man is born of woman. Women in the church are being
liberated from the old restraints of culture and tradition; they are now given
equal status and worth with their husbands but they are not to act as if they
are not married. Perhaps a modern equivalent of head covering would be
wearing a wedding ring.
When Paul says that man is the image and glory of God in verse 7 he does
not mean to imply that the woman isn't because that would be untrue94. What
does it mean to say that the woman is the glory of man? Paul explains his
statement by alluding to the Genesis account where we are told that it was not
good for the man to be alone95. Woman was created as a distinctive,
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complementary partner to fill the gap. Perhaps when Paul calls woman the
glory of man he is trying to capture her importance as man's partner. Only
with her can man be fully man and only with him can she be fully woman. In
this passage Paul stresses the difference between men and women. Women
are not deformed men; they have their own identity as co-partners in the
cultural mandate. Because of this the woman ought to have a sign of her own
authority on her head, although what this means in our culture I am not sure.
Perhaps the angels are mentioned because they need to recognise the status
of women, as one day they will be judged by men and women96.
Parts of this passage are not at all easy to understand. Its relevance today
seems to be that men and women are different but equally good. We should
not try to blur this distinctiveness by violating cultural norms because this
dishonours us and our Creator. We need to be aware of the impact of our
actions on the faith of others, particularly those who are searching or who are
young believers so that we don’t cause them to stumble or turn them away. In
our culture, where young women are brought up to expect equal opportunities
with young men, surely the default position of the church should be to let them
teach and lead in case stopping them causes both men and women to
stumble or gives a wrong understanding of what following Jesus is all about?
And what about the verses in 1 Corinthians 14 where Paul tells women to be
silent? As I’ve already pointed out, this cannot be a universal command
because clearly women did pray and prophesy in the church. There are three
instructions for people to keep quiet in the wider passage from v26-40: to
someone speaking in tongues if there is no interpreter97; to a prophet if
someone else gets a revelation98; and to women. The other two silences are
qualified so a valid question is to ask is under what conditions should women
be silent? The church at Corinth came out of the Jewish synagogue99 where
women would not have been taught and would have sat separated from their
husbands. They would have got into the habit of chatting or gossiping and the
word laleo translated ‘speak’ here can mean gossip or prattle. It has been
suggested that men and women still sat in separate places in the Corinthian
church. The women would have been excited at their new found freedom and
equality in Christ, after years of not being taught or given recognition in public
meetings. However they needed to learn to behave in appropriate ways. Paul
tells wives to ask their husbands questions at home which implies they were
trying to communicate across the church, adding to the chaos. This situation
has happened in other areas of the world where missionaries have taken the
gospel to places where women have not been allowed a public role100.
Paul’s instructions about the conduct of women and men in worship
demonstrates how he and the church was adapting to the changing status of
women in the early church, working out how to respond to both cultural
expectations and to the liberation that Jesus brought to them. The restrictions
that Paul suggested were temporary and were there to encourage order, to
minimise disruption and to stop the gospel being brought into disrepute.
‘I do not permit…’
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For many people, the decisive word on the roles that women can have in the
church comes from Paul’s words to Timothy in 1 Timothy 2:11-15.
A woman should learn in quietness and full submission. I do not permit
a woman to teach or to assume authority over a man; she must be
quiet. For Adam was formed first, then Eve. And Adam was not the one
deceived; it was the woman who was deceived and became a sinner.
But women will be saved through childbearing—if they continue in faith,
love and holiness with propriety.
On first reading, Paul's command seems clear and straightforward. Women
are not to teach or be in authority because they are easily deceived and were
made to help and support men. However, if you start to dig a bit deeper then
questions abound. If women are not to teach, to which areas does this apply?
Surely God's laws do not just apply to the narrow area of church and family
but to the whole of life? If women are only allowed to teach women and
younger children101 then they should not be secondary school teachers,
headmistresses, university lecturers, or be responsible for training any adults.
If a reason for not letting them teach is that they are easily deceived as the
passage seems to be saying, why let them loose on vulnerable children? If
women should never have authority over men they should not be doctors,
politicians, police officers, managers, and so on unless of course they work in
an all female environment when presumably they can exercise leadership,
make decisions and use their gifts without restraint. What about Priscilla who
taught and Phoebe who had authority in Paul's own circle of friends? He
would not write a letter that contradicts his own practise so this command
cannot be as straightforward as it first seems.
In The Gender Agenda, Lis Goddard talks about finding this passage
frustrating when she first came across it as a young girl, but how her mother
helped her to see it for what it is. She writes that her mother ‘told me that I
had to think about the parts of the world where women were not allowed to
learn or to go to school… such as Afghanistan. Then she asked me to
imagine what it would feel like to hear Paul’s words if I were one of those girls
or women. A light came on then which has never gone out. I suddenly
understood that Paul was saying something positive, not something negative.’
What struck Lis was that the passage starts with an imperative - Let a woman
learn in quietness and full submission. Women were not taught in the
synagogues, and so this is a radical command. The women had a lot of
catching up to do with the men and so needed to learn, as does anyone, in
submission to their teachers. Paul is writing to a church in difficulties where
they were susceptible to false doctrines102. In his second letter to Timothy he
mentions some women who were weak willed and easily swayed by false
teaching103 - surely all the more reason why they should be taught, and why
they needed the right attitude for learning.
In verse 12, Paul uses an unusual word which is translated ‘authority’ –
authentein. It is a rare Greek word that occurs only here in the New
Testament, and is not interchangeable with the more common word for
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authority, exousia. It has vulgar connotations and can sometimes mean to
murder. It’s clear that rather than making a universal statement about
authority, Paul forbids a particular type of authority and the way it is exercised.
The most recent translation of the NIV has recognised this and now translates
the word authentein as ‘assume authority’ rather than ‘exercise authority’
which was in the 1984 version. They say about the change: ‘The exercise of
authority that Paul was forbidding was one that women inappropriately
assumed, but whether that referred to all forms of authority over men in
church or only certain forms in certain contexts is up to the individual
interpreter to decide.’ Hamilton points out that Ephesus, where Timothy was
living, was home to the cult of Artemis, or Diana to the Romans. Her temple,
one of the seven wonders of the world, dominated the skyline of the city, and
was home to orgies and religious prostitutes.104 Paul was surely challenging
any influence that had spilled over into the church from the activities of this
cult. Women in the church were not to be like Artemis’ followers, exercising
authority in an aggressive, sexual and domineering way. They needed to stop
teaching because their teaching was false, and learn with a right attitude
towards their teachers, which is similar to the command given to some men
who were teaching false doctrines.105 The word for quiet in verse 12 is the
same as that in verse 2 of the chapter. The instruction to be quiet is not the
forbidding of speech, but is about being discreet and not drawing attention to
oneself.
Paul then returns to Genesis to back up what he is saying. What point is he
trying to make? Some would say that he is referring to the 'natural' order of
things in that Adam was created first and therefore has dominion but this is
not consistent with the reading of Genesis we have done. Paul is obviously
concerned about the prevalence of false doctrines and one of these was
Gnosticism whose earliest writings date from the 2nd century but whose roots
go back further. Gnosticism is possibly referred to in 1 Timothy 6:20 and was
a distortion of the Old Testament and particularly the creation story.106 Some
of the Gnostic beliefs about Eve were that she pre-existed Adam and played a
role in his creation. She possessed a special knowledge that she would impart
to men. Paul could be giving a running commentary on Genesis to debunk
Gnosticism and other distortions.
Verse 14 seems to be saying that Adam was not deceived but Eve was,
therefore Adam is a better teacher and leader. This is hardly logical - why
should a deliberate sinner be better qualified to teach than a deceived
person? Is Eve's deception to be held against her for all time? Where then is
God's grace and forgiveness which Paul appropriates for himself earlier in this
letter when he calls himself the worst of sinners107? If women have to 'pay for'
Eve's deception by not being allowed to teach does that mean Jesus'
redemption was not sufficient? If they are more susceptible to deception why
should they be entrusted with teaching younger women and children? In 2
Corinthians 11:3 Paul uses this same passage and same argument to warn
both men and women against being deceived. Elsewhere Paul attributes sin
entering the world to Adam not Eve108. Perhaps Eve here is being used as a
warning - women should not assume they are above deception. Again this is
another argument for them being allowed to learn.
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Finally v15 which is widely recognised as being a difficult verse to understand.
What does it mean that women will be saved through child-bearing? Women
are saved by the death and resurrection of Jesus, not by having children.
Gnostics forbade childbirth and women who gave birth were therefore cursed.
If Paul is addressing that here, he could be saying to women who had been
converted from or influenced by a Gnostic sect: childbirth is not an
unforgivable sin. The most popular interpretation seems to point to the birth of
Jesus which again remains in the Genesis context. I will put enmity between
you and the women and between your offspring and hers. He will crush your
head and you will strike his heel.109 A woman gave birth to Christ who brought
salvation into the world.
Far from being a universal ban against women teaching and leading, Paul’s
words to Timothy are an instruction to give them the opportunity to learn with
a right attitude until they are ready to use their gifts wisely and appropriately
within the church, including the gifts of preaching, teaching and leadership.
A progressive story of redemption
The bible tells a progressive story of the kingdom of God breaking into a
broken world, of lives, relationships and communities being transformed by
the spirit of God in lots of different ways, including relationships between men
and women. In the Old Testament we see redemption breaking through and
occasional models of restored relationships between women and men,
signposts to the different values of the kingdom of God. In the life and ministry
of Jesus we see a new possibility being modelled, where both women and
men are valued and included in the work of the kingdom. The early church
had the task of proclaiming and living out the liberation and holistic salvation
that Jesus had brought in different cultures and contexts with very different
values to the kingdom of God. With no precedent to follow, they were
pioneers who were learning how to be faithful followers of Jesus with the help
of the Holy Spirit and the advice and wisdom of those who were one step
ahead. Any restrictions on what women and men could do within the church
were temporary and usually came with instructions on how to address the root
causes of the problem.
Books that explore egalitarian theology
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